Making a Discussion Forum Subscribe-able

You, as the instructor, can receive alerts by email when a student makes a new post in a discussion forum. You first must enable the subscription feature in the discussion.

When creating a new forum, at the bottom, you will have a forum settings area. In the forum settings, you will go to the “Subscribe” section and select “Allow members to subscribe to forum.”

If you already created your discussion and want to ensure this is set up, you will click the down arrow next to the forum you wish to edit. You then select “Edit” from the drop-down menu. Forum settings is at the bottom of the page. Make sure you select “Submit” to ensure changes are made.
Subscribing to a Discussion Forum

Once the forum is enabled with the subscription feature, you (and your students) can select Subscribe. You'll receive emails when new posts are made to the forum.

Making Discussion Threads Subscribe-able

Much like the discussion forum, as the instructor, you can receive alerts by email when a student makes a new post in a specific thread. You, however, are unable to access both “subscribe to threads” and “subscribe to forums”. In order to subscribe to a thread, you must enable the subscription feature in the discussion.

When creating a new forum, at the bottom, you will have a forum settings area. In the forum settings, you will go to the “Subscribe” section and select “Allow members to subscribe to threads.”
If you already created your discussion and want to ensure this is set up, you will click the down arrow next to the forum you wish to edit. You then select “Edit” from the drop-down menu. Forum settings is at the bottom of the page. Make sure you select “Submit” to ensure changes are made.

Subscribing to a Discussion Thread

When the thread email subscription feature is enabled, select one or more thread check boxes and select Subscribe in the Thread Actions menu. You’ll receive emails when members make new posts to the selected threads.